Tips for Teachers
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The TC2 website has a treasure trove of resources, but when you’re new to the site, how do
you find what you’re looking for? We’d like to help you get started.
Are you looking for ...

Check out

A quick summary of the online teaching
resources that you can access because
your district is a Partner with TC2

►► Overview of our resources
►► Slide show - Online resources from TC2

Lessons to teach thinking tools that can
be used across the curriculum

►► Eight great tools lists lessons useful across the curriculum

Simple ways to tweak questions and
activities you’re already doing so they
are more engaging and require your
students to think more critically

►► Ten tweaks for your questions

Ideas for primary students

►► Critical thinking with early primary students
►► Thoughtful Books
►► Critical challenges: Choose the “Primary” tab for each

and will give you a good idea of the quality and helpfulness
of the materials available.

subject area
Pictures to teach social studies and
science

►► Picture Sets

Primary documents to teach Canadian
history

►► History Docs

Critical thinking lessons for a specific
grade range and subject area

►► Click on “Refine search” under “Search our resources” in
the box in the right column of any page. Select the grade
level and subjects you’re interested in, click submit and
you’ll get a list of lessons with descriptions to choose from.
►► Browse the Critical Challenges collection

e.g., critical thinking and literacy
thinking critically in mathematics
improving writing through critical thinking

Ideas to help you as an educational
leader introduce other teachers to the
resources

►► Taking advantage of your Partner benefits
►► Ongoing support for teachers
►► Library of professional resources
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